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Infusion of  smar t devices at the edge and memcached
systems are major contributors of  recent DDoS attacks.

https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2018/02/in-the-wild-ddoses-use-new-way-to-achieve-unthinkable-sizes/
https://www.netscout.com/blog/asert/1-terabit-ddos-attacks-become-reality-reflecting-five-years
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Infusion of  smar t devices at the edge and memcached
systems are major contributors of  recent DDoS attacks.

https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2018/02/in-the-wild-ddoses-use-new-way-to-achieve-unthinkable-sizes/

Role Data Source Collection Site Collection Period Data Volume

Growth and size Network telescope Merit Network, Inc. 07/18/2016–02/28/2017 370B packets, avg. 269K IPs/min

Device composition Active scanning Censys 07/19/2016–02/28/2017 136 IPv4 scans, 5 protocols

Ownership & evolution Telnet honeypots AWS EC2 11/02/2016–02/28/2017 141 binaries
Telnet honeypots Akamai 11/10/2016–02/13/2017 293 binaries
Malware repository VirusTotal 05/24/2016–01/30/2017 594 binaries
DNS—active Georgia Tech 08/01/2016–02/28/2017 290M RRs/day
DNS—passive Large U.S. ISP 08/01/2016–02/28/2017 209M RRs/day

Attack characterization C2 milkers Akamai 09/27/2016–02/28/2017 64.0K attack commands
DDoS IP addresses Akamai 09/21/2016 12.3K IP addresses
DDoS IP addresses Google Shield 09/25/2016 158.8K IP addresses
DDoS IP addresses Dyn 10/21/2016 107.5K IP addresses

Table 1: Data Sources—We utilized a multitude of data perspectives to empirically analyze the Mirai botnet.

Protocol Banners Devices Identified

HTTPS 342,015 271,471 (79.4%)
FTP 318,688 144,322 (45.1%)
Telnet 472,725 103,924 (22.0%)
CWMP 505,977 35,163 (7.0%)
SSH 148,640 8,107 (5.5%)

Total 1,788,045 587,743 (31.5%)

Table 2: Devices Identified—We identified device type, model,
and/or vendor for 31.5% of active scan banners. Protocol ban-
ners varied drastically in device identifiability, with HTTPS
certificates being most descriptive, and SSH prompts being the
least.

during which devices may churn to new IP addresses. Fi-
nally, Censys executes scans for different protocols on
different days, making it difficult to increase label speci-
ficity by combining banners from multiple services. We
navigated these constraints by restricting our analysis
to banners that were collected within twenty minutes of
scanning activity (the time period after which we expire
a scan). This small window mitigates the risk of erro-
neously associating the banner data of uninfected devices
with Mirai infections due to DHCP churn.

Post-filtering, our dataset included 1.8 million banners
associated with 1.2 million Mirai-infected IP addresses
(Table 2). We had the most samples for CWMP, and
the least for SSH. We caution that devices with open
services that are not closed by Mirai (e.g., HTTPS and
FTP) can appear repeatedly in Censys banner scans during
our measurement window (due to churn) and thus lead to
over counting when compared across protocols. As such,
we intentionally explored protocols in isolation from one
another and limited ourselves to measurements that only
consider relative proportions rather than absolute counts
of infected hosts.

Finally, we processed each infected device’s banner to
identify the device manufacturer and model. We first ap-
plied the set of regular expressions used by Nmap service

probes to fingerprint devices [58]. Nmap successfully
handled 98% of SSH banners and 81% of FTP banners,
but matches only 7.8% of the Telnet banners. In order to
increase our coverage and also accommodate HTTPS and
CWMP (which Nmap lacks probes for), we constructed
our own regular expressions to map banners to device
manufacturers and models. Unfortunately, we found that
in many cases, there was not enough data to identify a
model and manufacturer from FTP, Telnet, CWMP, and
SSH banners and that Nmap fingerprints only provide
generic descriptions. In total, we identified device type
and/or model and manufacturer for 31.5% of banners
(Table 2). We caution that this methodology is suscepti-
ble to misattribution in instances where port-forwarding
and Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) are used to present
multiple devices behind a single IP address, making the
distinction between middlebox and end-device difficult.

3.3 Telnet Honeypots
To track the evolution of Mirai’s capabilities, we collected
binaries installed on a set of Telnet honeypots that mas-
queraded as vulnerable IoT devices. Mechanically, we
presented a BusyBox shell [92] and IoT-consistent device
banner. Our honeypots logged all incoming Telnet traf-
fic and downloaded any binaries that attackers attempted
to install on the host via wget or tftp (the methods of
infection found in Mirai’s original source). In order to
avoid collateral damage, we blocked all other outgoing
requests (e.g., scanning and DoS traffic).

We logged 80K connection attempts from 54K IP ad-
dresses between November 2, 2016 and February 28,
2017, collecting a total 151 unique binaries. We filtered
out executables unrelated to Mirai based on a YARA sig-
nature that matched any of the strings from the original
source code release, leaving us with 141 Mirai binaries.
We supplemented this data with 293 binaries observed by
honeypots operated by Akamai, which served a similar
purpose to ours, but were hosted on a different public

1096    26th USENIX Security Symposium USENIX Association

[Antonakakis, USENIX’17]

https://www.netscout.com/blog/asert/1-terabit-ddos-attacks-become-reality-reflecting-five-years
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In 2016, the Dyn DDoS attack set a record at 
1.2Tbps from 600,000 compromised devices.

In 2018, a DDoS attack with intensity of  
1.3Tbps pummeled GitHub for 15-20 
minutes. Akamai Prolexic for mitigation.

https://www.wired.com/story/github-ddos-memcached/
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/oct/26/ddos-attack-dyn-mirai-botnet

In 2020, AWS reported a 2.3Tbps DDoS attack 
using hijacked CLDAP web servers, which was 
mitigated by AWS Shield service.

https://www.zdnet.com/article/aws-said-it-mitigated-a-2-3-tbps-ddos-attack-the-largest-ever/

The intensity and frequency of  Distributed Denial of  Ser vice 
(DDoS) attacks are increasing.



Scrubbing ser vice is a common DDoS mitigation technique.

4

Scrubbing Centers

Traffic from users is sent to 
a scrubbing center.

Legitimate traffic is 
then sent to provider.

Responses are then sent to the legitimate users.

ProviderUsers



Denial of  Ser vice Attacks in Named-Data Networking

5

Attackers overwhelm network resource 
using volumetric malicious traffic (non-
existent content).

Pending Interest Table

Name Incoming Faces Lifetime

Youtube/somevideo.m33

1,2

2

1 seconds

5 seconds

Netflix/2020/OdGurd.avi

Interest Flooding Attack (IFA) Implicit Denial of  Service (iDoS)
Attackers craft multicast requests, which 
along aggregation and loop prevention 
blocks content delivery to victim.

[Panwar, ICC’18]

Attacker Victim

…… …
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Rate limiting is the dominating IFA mitigation technique.
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Figure 6: The averaged per second communication overhead for RL, SR+, and BFA strategies.

routers’ computation overhead is in executing the BFA strategy
(maintain a constant number of CBFs), which requires four hashes
for insert and lookup operations.

Figure 5(d), 5(e), and 5(f) present the PIT sizes (averaged per-
second) of the core, edge, and compromised edge routers in AT&T
network (due to space limitations, we did not include the results of
Ebone and Telstra topologies). For all strategies, the PIT sizes of the
core and edge routers remained steady in the �rst 1000 seconds–
showing PERSIA’s robustness DDoS prevention. However, enabling
compromised routers increased the core routers’ PIT sizes in all
strategies as compromised routers forward the fake Interests into
the core.

Among all, SR+ experiences slightly smaller PITs since it decou-
ples all the Interests from the routers’ PITs and allows the routers
to implicitly coordinate their decisions. We design the BFA strategy
to store 1% of the Interests in the routers’ PITs to enable attack
recovery (for success rate measurement), which resulted in BFA
strategy experiencing a slightly higher PIT sizes (250 compared to
175 and 225 for SR+ and RL, respectively).

The legitimate edge routers maintained their PIT sizes, across
all strategies, since they only forward the benign Interests that will
fetch the requested data. The compromised edge routers (Comp.
Edge Router in Figure 5) in the RL strategy observed smaller PITs
due to leveraging the NACK feature; on receiving a NACK packet,
the routers removes the corresponding PIT entry. However, these
NACK packets caused the RL strategy to experience a higher com-
munication overhead compared to the BFA strategy.

Figure 6 represents the strategies communication overheads.
In our experiments, SR+ introduced the highest communication
overhead followed by RL in the middle and BFA with the low-
est overhead. Despite the similarity of SR+ and BFA strategies in
causing unsolicited content delivery, SR+ undermines Interest ag-
gregation, and hence, produces signi�cantly higher overhead. For
RL, the Interest retransmissions and the NACK packets are the
primary sources of communication overhead. The BFA strategy in-
curred minimal communication overhead while satisfying the users’
QoE. We note that scaling the size of the network (Ebone to Telstra to
AT&T) escalates the extent of the communication overhead in SR+.
Insights: The RL strategy negatively impacts users’ QoE–lower sat-
isfaction rate and higher communication latency. The SR+ strategy,
despite meeting QoE expectations, introduces signi�cant commu-
nication overheads. The BFA strategy provides similar user’ QoE
satisfaction to SR+ with the least impact on the network resources.
The trend shows that scaling the size of the network (from 162
to 341 to 621 routers) intensi�es the attack’s e�ects on RL or SR+
without perceptibly a�ecting BFA! These network sizes are repre-
sentative of edge networks in size (especially at the lower end) and
hence will apply to them.

8 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we review the state-of-the-art literature (summa-
rized in Table 4) in NDN-based DDoS countermeasures and compare
them with PERSIA . We refer the readers to a survey on ICN secu-
rity [33] for more details. In NDN, the non-existent contents are
those with valid name pre�xes and invalid su�xes, which are used

Table 4: Classi�cation of DDoS (IFA) Mitigation Approaches and Their Salient Features

Mechanism Target Objective Content Type Technique
PERSIA Router/Provider Prevention/Mitigation All Content Proof-of-Work & BFA
Afanasyev [1] Router Mitigation Non-Existent Rate Limiting & Per-face Fairness
Gasti [14] Router/Provider Mitigation All Content Rate Limiting & Per-face Statistics
Compagno [9] Router Mitigation Non-Existent Rate Limiting & Per-face Statistics
Dai [10] Router Mitigation Non-Existent Rate Limiting & PIT Size Monitoring
Wang [40] Router Mitigation Non-Existent Fuzzy Logic Detection & Rate Limiting
Nguyen [25] Router Mitigation Non-Existent Statistical Hypotheses Testing Theory
Wang [39] Router Mitigation Non-Existent Self Routing for Suspicious Requests
Li [20] Provider Prevention Dynamic Per Request Proof-of-Work
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Figure 6: The averaged per second communication overhead for RL, SR+, and BFA strategies.

routers’ computation overhead is in executing the BFA strategy
(maintain a constant number of CBFs), which requires four hashes
for insert and lookup operations.

Figure 5(d), 5(e), and 5(f) present the PIT sizes (averaged per-
second) of the core, edge, and compromised edge routers in AT&T
network (due to space limitations, we did not include the results of
Ebone and Telstra topologies). For all strategies, the PIT sizes of the
core and edge routers remained steady in the �rst 1000 seconds–
showing PERSIA’s robustness DDoS prevention. However, enabling
compromised routers increased the core routers’ PIT sizes in all
strategies as compromised routers forward the fake Interests into
the core.

Among all, SR+ experiences slightly smaller PITs since it decou-
ples all the Interests from the routers’ PITs and allows the routers
to implicitly coordinate their decisions. We design the BFA strategy
to store 1% of the Interests in the routers’ PITs to enable attack
recovery (for success rate measurement), which resulted in BFA
strategy experiencing a slightly higher PIT sizes (250 compared to
175 and 225 for SR+ and RL, respectively).

The legitimate edge routers maintained their PIT sizes, across
all strategies, since they only forward the benign Interests that will
fetch the requested data. The compromised edge routers (Comp.
Edge Router in Figure 5) in the RL strategy observed smaller PITs
due to leveraging the NACK feature; on receiving a NACK packet,
the routers removes the corresponding PIT entry. However, these
NACK packets caused the RL strategy to experience a higher com-
munication overhead compared to the BFA strategy.

Figure 6 represents the strategies communication overheads.
In our experiments, SR+ introduced the highest communication
overhead followed by RL in the middle and BFA with the low-
est overhead. Despite the similarity of SR+ and BFA strategies in
causing unsolicited content delivery, SR+ undermines Interest ag-
gregation, and hence, produces signi�cantly higher overhead. For
RL, the Interest retransmissions and the NACK packets are the
primary sources of communication overhead. The BFA strategy in-
curred minimal communication overhead while satisfying the users’
QoE. We note that scaling the size of the network (Ebone to Telstra to
AT&T) escalates the extent of the communication overhead in SR+.
Insights: The RL strategy negatively impacts users’ QoE–lower sat-
isfaction rate and higher communication latency. The SR+ strategy,
despite meeting QoE expectations, introduces signi�cant commu-
nication overheads. The BFA strategy provides similar user’ QoE
satisfaction to SR+ with the least impact on the network resources.
The trend shows that scaling the size of the network (from 162
to 341 to 621 routers) intensi�es the attack’s e�ects on RL or SR+
without perceptibly a�ecting BFA! These network sizes are repre-
sentative of edge networks in size (especially at the lower end) and
hence will apply to them.

8 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we review the state-of-the-art literature (summa-
rized in Table 4) in NDN-based DDoS countermeasures and compare
them with PERSIA . We refer the readers to a survey on ICN secu-
rity [33] for more details. In NDN, the non-existent contents are
those with valid name pre�xes and invalid su�xes, which are used

Table 4: Classi�cation of DDoS (IFA) Mitigation Approaches and Their Salient Features

Mechanism Target Objective Content Type Technique
PERSIA Router/Provider Prevention/Mitigation All Content Proof-of-Work & BFA
Afanasyev [1] Router Mitigation Non-Existent Rate Limiting & Per-face Fairness
Gasti [14] Router/Provider Mitigation All Content Rate Limiting & Per-face Statistics
Compagno [9] Router Mitigation Non-Existent Rate Limiting & Per-face Statistics
Dai [10] Router Mitigation Non-Existent Rate Limiting & PIT Size Monitoring
Wang [40] Router Mitigation Non-Existent Fuzzy Logic Detection & Rate Limiting
Nguyen [25] Router Mitigation Non-Existent Statistical Hypotheses Testing Theory
Wang [39] Router Mitigation Non-Existent Self Routing for Suspicious Requests
Li [20] Provider Prevention Dynamic Per Request Proof-of-Work

Rate Limiting

Negatively Impacts on users’ 
Quality-of-Experience. 

Undermines content caching and aggregation.
Contradicts NDN’s content name immutability.

Netflix/2020/OldGuard.avi/face256/face258

Name

Interest
Malicious

User

Legitimate
User

Both streams get 
rate-limited



PERSIA is an ISP-based countermeasure that employs 
independent prevention and mitigation mechanisms. 
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Edge-centric 
Prevention Mechanism

Dynamic in-network 
Mitigation MechanismNetwork Core

Network Edge

Decoupling Interests from PIT
Bloom Filter

Proof  of  Work
Token-based Communication



In prevention phase, users solve computational puzzles and 
generate tokens for communication.

8

PERSIA uses Lagrange polynomial interpolation 
as its plug & play PoW mechanism.

Netflix/2020/OldGuard.avi

Name Token

T1

Interest

Users include their tokens in their 
requests to prove the work.



Users obtain puzzles from the proxy, solve the puzzles, and 
generate the token chains.

9

• Puzzle Solution (ES)
• Secret Seed (EM)

Solve Puzzle

H(ES,EM) T1

H(T1,EM) T2

H(TK-1,EM) TK

…



Edge Routers obtain the list of  puzzles, their solutions, and 
seed from the proxy to build verification table.

10

Solution Seed Tj Limit Counter

Puzzle1 562… 3737… T1 1000 0

Puzzle2 841… 4544… T1 1000 0

Puzzle3 544… 7873… T1 1000 0

<Puzzle Solution, Secret Seed , Next Token, Token Limit, Token Counter>



Edge router validates the users’ token, updates its 
validation table with next token, if  token was valid.

11

Solution Seed Tj Limit Counter

Puzzle1 5462… 3737… T1 1000 0

Solution Seed Tj Limit Counter

Puzzle1 5462… 3737… T2 1000 1

Update token value and 
increment counter.

Reject Interest

Token
Verification

?

• Process Interest
• Update Verification Table

• Generate next token
• Update counter

On Interest

Invalid

Valid

T1

H(T1,EM) T2



PERSIA’s Bloom Filter-Assist mitigation strategy runs on 
core routers, independent of  it prevention mechanism.

12

Compromised
Edge Router
(no verification)

Network Core

Netflix/2020/OldGuard.avi

Name Token

Malicious Interest



Each core router autonomously deploys BFA, which works 
ir respective of  the data name.

13

BFA detects attacks by monitoring the loss 
rate of  interest from  incoming interfaces.

BFA uses a counting bloom filter 
(CBF) to store suspicious Interests.

1 0 0 2 0 3 0 2 1 0 1

X1 X2 X3Loss Rate Status

Interface 1 28% Normal

Interface 2 12% Normal

Interface 3 75% Under attack



BFA strategy enables request aggregation even when a 
subset of  faces use CBF.  

14

Face 1 Face 2

/Netflix/2020/OldGuard/ch_1

/Netflix/2020/OldGuard/ch_1

3
1

Face 3

/Netflix/2020/OldGuard/ch_12Aggregation Conditions:
1. Existing PIT entry.
2. Another CBF indexes the request.



On receiving data, BFA strategy lookup the data name on 
CBFs of  faces and the PIT for data forwarding.

15

0 1 0 2 0 3 0 2 1 0 1

Data Packet Name

Hit Hit Hit

Match found
0 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 1 0 1

Pending Interest Table
Name Incoming Faces Lifetime

Face 1 Face 2

. . .

. . .

. . .



Attack Model

16

Attackers, requesting data without solving puzzles or 
using invalid tokens for content retrieval. 

Attackers, intercepting and hijacking users’ tokens 
to use themselves (replay attack). 

Malicious users, colluding with users/attackers by sharing 
puzzles’ solutions, tokens, and credentials. 

Compromised infrastructure (malicious routers) 
forwarding Interests without validating the tokens. 

Puzzle Complexity and Solvability.
Attacks on Proxies.



Compromised Routers.

The malicious users who share their puzzles’ solutions and 
secret seeds with others.
Replay attack and Token hijacking. 

Request content either without tokens or with fake tokens. 

Attack categorization for simulation purposes.

17

A1

A2

A3



Simulation Setup

18

Ebone Telstra AT&T

Core Routers 134 295 550

Edge Routers 28 (7) 46 (12) 71 (18)

Providers 10 10 10

Proxies 5 5 5

Legitimate Users 47 98 147

Attackers 53 102 153

• Users’ request rates:  uniformly at random from U[20, 30] Interests/sec. 
• Attackers request rates:  uniformly at random from U[50, 100] Interests/sec. 
• Attackers request unique, non-existent content.
• Duration: 2500 Seconds.
• Averaged over 5 random runs.



Puzzle solving complexity and size

19

In simulation, we applied a random delay from ∼N(2.56s, 
0.046s) to represent puzzle solving latency (for a polynomial of  
degree 5000) on an Intel Core-i5, 2.5GHz, 1GB RAM machine. 

Puzzle difficulty for 
simulations.



Compromised infrastructure drastically impacts users’ 
experienced latency in RL but not BFA and SR+. 

20

BFASR+RL
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Figure 3: PoW Implementation: (a) puzzle sizes for various
puzzle di�culties (polynomial degree); (b) puzzle solving
times for various puzzle di�culties.

The users’ request rates were selected randomly from the uniform
distributionU[20, 30] Interests/sec. In PERSIA, the puzzle di�culty
is represented by the degree of the interpolation polynomial. We
experimented with a range of polynomial degrees from 1 K to 50 K
and plotted the puzzles’ sizes and their solution times (Figure 3);
results were averaged over 100 runs.

Figure 3(a) shows the puzzles’ sizes (the original and compressed
puzzles using Lempel-Ziv-Markov chain algorithm (LZMA)) increase
linearly with their degrees. We used compression (LZMA has high
compression ratio) as it signi�cantly reduces the communication
overhead of the puzzle distribution. We collected the results in Fig-
ure 3(b) by running Protocol 4 on a MacBook Pro running VMware,
allocated 1GB RAM and one 2.5GHz, Intel Core-i5 processor (to
simulate a standard low-end mobile device–one end of the devices
spectrum).
Attacker Setup:We implemented the attackers in three categories.
The �rst category attackers (A1) request content either without
tokens or with fake tokens. The second category (A2) includes the
malicious users who share their puzzles’ solutions and secret seeds
with others. The third category (A3) includes compromised edge
routers.

To simulate full-blown attacks, attackers request unique, non-
existent content with the rates chosen randomly from the uniform
distribution U[50, 100] Interests/sec. We randomly selected 25% of
the edge routers to be compromised (no token validation) implying
7, 12, and 18 compromised edge routers in Ebone, Telstra, and AT&T,
respectively. PERSIA’s goal, with respect to attack categories, is to
guarantee that: (a) the Interests of the �rst category attackers do
not pass the edge routers; (b) only one user successfully retrieves
the content, when the puzzle information is shared; and (c) the
compromised routers do not a�ect the legitimate users’ QoE.

7.2 Results and Analysis
We ran our simulations for 2500 seconds on a machine (with Intel
Core-i7, 4.0 GHz processor, 64 GB RAM) running Ubuntu 16.04, and
averaged the results of each topology over ten runs with di�erent
seeds. We used polynomials of degree 5000 for the puzzle di�-
culty, which de�nes the users’ computation and communication
overhead (the number of Interests a user sends to retrieve a puzzle
from a proxy). The ndnSIM simulator does not consider the time
of computational operations. Thus, we benchmarked the latency
distribution (identi�ed as a normal distribution) of puzzle solving as

⇠ N(2.56s, 0.046s) for a polynomial of degree 5000. To account for
puzzle solving time, users schedule sending Interests after a random
wait time generated from the benchmarked latency distribution.
Puzzle di�culty (polynomial degree) is a tunable system parameter,
which helps adjust users’ request rates. Figure 3(b) shows puzzle
solving latencies of 0.1 seconds 244.8 seconds for polynomials of
degree 1000 and 50000, respectively.

We activate the �rst two attack categories (A1 and A2) between
500 to 1000 seconds. The A1 and A2 attackers avoid PoW execu-
tion, use invalid tokens, use intercepted tokens (replay attackers),
and share their credentials (malicious users). From 1000 to 1500
seconds, we stopped A1 and A2 attackers and introduced the com-
promised routers (A3). From 1500 to 2000 seconds, we activated
the attackers and compromised routers (A1, A2, and A3) for mas-
sive DDoS orchestration. At 2000 second, we stopped all attacks to
analyze PERSIA’s attack recovery.

Table 3: Legitimate users’ success rates (%) under compro-
mised routers (averaged per second).

Ebone Telstra AT&T
RL 85.06 75.54 80.28
SR+ 99.99 99.99 99.99
BFA 99.97 99.92 99.95

During the �rst 1000 seconds of simulations, all strategies re-
sulted in 100% satisfaction rate even when we enabled DDoS at-
tackers (500 to 1000 seconds) due to PERSIA’s attack prevention
mechanism. Introducing compromised routers (7, 12, and 18 for
Ebone, Telstra, and AT&T respectively) a�ected the mitigation
strategies averaged satisfaction rates (refer to Table 3). Table 3 only
shows the per second averaged measurements for the period be-
tween 1000 to 2000 seconds. For RL, enabling compromised routers
reduced the users’ satisfaction rates across all topologies. This be-
havior is expected as routers cannot distinguish the benign from
the malicious Interests and hence, rate limit all Interests.

In contrast, compromised routers imposed minimal impact on
users’ QoE for the SR+ and BFA. The small drop rates of these
two strategies (< 0.1%) are due to the Bloom �lter’s false positive
probability. For the BFA strategy, a CBF’s false positive may delete
a content name from the CBF, preventing the content delivery, but
that was rare.

Figure 4 shows the content retrieval latencies of all strategies.
We note that the small dips in the lines are due to users obtaining
their new puzzles from proxies. All strategies performed similarly
when the network is under the �rst two attack categories (from 500
to 1000 seconds). Similar to the satisfaction rate results, enabling
compromised routers a�ected the latency measurement of the RL
strategy (Figure 4(a) from 1000 to 2000 seconds). In RL, the average
communication latency increased signi�cantly to 1000 ms due to
frequent packet drops and Interest retransmissions. However, the
latency in the SR+ and BFA strategies remained steady (around
50 ms). The SR+ and BFA strategies outperformed RL in meeting
users’ QoE expectations.

Figure 5 presents the average per-second throughput of the users,
and core and edge routers, and the averaged per second PIT sizes
of the core, edge and compromised routers for the AT&T topology



Lack of  request aggregation in SR+ imposes high overhead 
on core routers while BFA maintains its performance.

21

BFASR+RL



SR+ introduced the highest communication overhead followed 
by RL and BFA (the least overhead) across all topologies. 
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Takeaways

PERSIA offers an edge-centric DDoS prevention mechanism and a dynamic in-network 
mitigation strategy that operate independently.

The main objective of  PERSIA is satisfying the expected users Quality of  Experience with 
minimal impact on network resources.

We plan to integrate PERSIA with a token-based access control mechanism towards  
building a secure edge-centric framework.    
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Questions?

Email: reza.tourani@slu.edu
Assistant Professor
Computer Science
Saint Louis University


